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ABSTRACT
Processes which lead to the production of y rays with
energy greater than 8 MeV in solar flares are reviewed and
evaluated. Excited states which can be produced by inelastic
scattering, charge exch arsge, and spallation reactions in the
abundant nuclear species are considered in order to identify
t,
	
	 nuclear lines which may eoixtribute to the y-ray spectrum of
solar flares. The flux of 15.11-MeV y rays relative to the
flux of 4.44-P4eV y rays from the de-excitation of the correspon-
ding states in 12 C is calculated for a number of assumed distri-
butions of exciting particles. This flux ratio is shown to be
a sensitive diagnostic of accelerated particle spectra. Other
high-energy nuclear levels are not so isolated as the 15.11-MeV
state and are not expected to be so strong. The spectrum of
y rays from the decay of n o
 is shown to be sensitive to the
energy distribution of particles accelerated to energies
greater than 100 MeV.
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S. INTRODUCTION
In astronomical observations, as well as in laboratory
measurements, y-ray lines serve as probes of energetic particle
interactions. Solar Y-ray lines were first detected from the
Importance 3D solar flares of 1972 August 4 and 7 by Chupp
et al. (1973) with the Y-ray spectrometer aboard the OSO-7
satellite. Theoretical treatments of Y-ray production made
prior to 1972 have been reviewed by Ramaty, hozlovsky and
LingenfelL•er (1975). They prosent, in addition, updated
interpretations of Y-ray observations, relating them to the
spectrum, number,and energy content of accelerated particles.
The solar y-ray spectrum in the energy range 4 to 8 MeV has
been studied further by Ramaty, hozlovsky and Suri (1977) with
the conclusion that the emission in that energy range is due
almost entirely to nuclear processes, and that the ratio of
electrons to protons does not exceed 5%. They suggest that
the observations are best fit by a relatively flat spectrum of
particles whose velocity vectors do not point predominantly
towards the photosphere.
Because most of the higher energy states are particle
unstable and lead to little or no y-ray emission, the signifi-
cance of y-ray lines more energetic than the 7.12-MeV line of
160 has only recently been considered (Crannell and Crannell
1975, 19785 Crannell, Ramaty and Crannell 1977). The infor-
mation to be gained from observations of a high-energy y-ray
line should not, however, be overlooked. Pairs of y-ray lines,
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from L11e samu nuclear spaeiou but resulting from the (10-
excitation of nucluar l.evals with widely suparatud thrushoids,
provide a uniquo manuura of tho spactrn of high-anorgy pArtiola
within their sourcu.
In the prananL work, thu y-ray Tina amission .mid continuum
radiation nbova U Hav aru investignLad. r1 immber of nuclear
staLus ara identified as posuible candidatim for praduaing
hitill-anargy y-rny ling amission. vor one high-ener gy lina,
resulting from the deuay of 12 c 4 (la.11 MOV)r tho asoitation
Cross seCtiouu and branChinp ratios havo lean uLudiad oxtunsivuly..
ttillesa maasurad cross unctions and branching ratios aro usual to
calculaLo thg gxnugtod 3nLullsih of t:ha 15,.L_1-mav 1^t1u t?nti:r;tiigll
rulativa to that of thu 4.44-MaV lino from a lowar-lying state
in 12C.
If the spaoLrum of unargutic charged particlas axtends wit11
suff=icient intensity	 to hundrads of may/h111cluon in solar fl:lras,
llilIh-anargy ganuna radiation will xusult from. the production and
decay Of tr" masons. The spectra of 1r°-decay li rays hnva bami
calculaLad by Lingunfaltur and llznnaty (1967) and by Chung (1973) 	 t
1
with the aplroXimaLion that all 1r" masons aro produced at the 	 1
F
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mean rr" energy for the .liven :incidant proLon onartly. Sn the
prasanL work, the LoLn:l flux of It" moanns in re-ovalmlretl and	 ^^ g+g
the rasultant Y-,ray spectra are Caleul:ltad E3mvx lnaaukirokt 	 aS
ylifforolltial crown suctions for 1t" ptoductirin.
III the noaL seOLion, the nuclaar proaessas w;1.11^h contribtILa 	 r
to line owis nio11 amA Continuum radiation above 9 ;ie\' aro de-
soribeld in xit"11 ail and ttlin rnlrxtivz, F.Lux iinnsi .,ion arn dllt rmZ'naa.	 7
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The roaulEaot )Cray spectrum, with an ostimatod uppor limit for
tho bromsstrahlun g contribution, is prosontod in Soction TTT.
in the final section, tho significance and obsorvability of the
prodicted spoctrum are summarizod.
s
,,
II. NUCLEAR PROCESSES
The strength of Y-ray line emission is proportional to the
product of three .[actors cross section, branchin g ratio, and
nuclear abundances. Abundances are relatively well known and
branching ratios for electromagnetic decay have been determined
adequately for most of the states of interest. The cross sections
for production of most high-onerrTy states are, however, sparsely
measured. one of the well-studied Y-ray transitions, which is
also one of the strongest, is produced by decay of the 15.11-MeV
state in 1"C. In the subsection that follows, the technique for
predicting the strength of the 15.11-MeV line rk,,lative to that of
the 4.41-:dcV line is developed, and predictions based on measured
cross sections and branching ratios are presented. In Subsection
b, the strengths of other Y-ray lines with energies above 8 Mev
are compared to the strength of the 15.11-MeV line. The processes
which can be cxpectod to maize significant contributions to the
Y-ray continuum above 0 MoV are bremsstrattlung and n° decay. In
Subsection c, the relevant cross sections for production of
neutral pions are presented, and the spectral distribution of the
subsequent 'Y-ray continuum is evaluated.
a) Gamma Rays from the 15.11-MeV State in 12C
With one exception, all excited states in the nucleus 1?C
with energies above the threshold for alpha emission at 7.367
MeV decay predominantly by direct particle emission and thus
produce few nuclear y rays. The one exception is the lowest-
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energy isospin '1' - 1 atato, the analorl to the ground state in
12 11 and .1 "N, at 15.11 Moll. This state lies bolow the lowast-
onergy, single-pnrticlo emission threshold by 0.85 MoV and in
thus stable against neutron or proton emission. Tf thin lovol
were a pure T - 1 state, (loony by alpha emission would be for-
,.
bidden by isospin conservation. There is a small admixture
of '1' - 0 in this state, but the monsurad alpha- to gnmma-daeay
branching ratio is only 0.0-11 + 0.009 (Rnlamuth, Zurm(lhle and
Tabor 1974). 13ocauso electromagnetic transitions anti change
Lim nuclear isospi.n by 1 unit, the state anti decay rowdily by
omission of it Y rny. in the case of 15.11-MoV excitation, the
decay directly to tho ground state is dominant. A wainhtod
average of the experimentally measured branching ratios
(Ajzonborg-Solove 1976) ,yields a value of 0.952 + 0.009. Thus
do-excitation of the 15.11-MOV state in 12 C (proceeds by y-ray
Omission directly to the ground state 91 + 2% of the time.
Tho important cross ,]actions for producing 4.44- And 15.11-
MoV Y rays are shown in Figure 1 as it function at the kinetic.
energy of the incident particle. In the present analysis, the
cross suctions for producing 1.44-MoV Y rays by proton inter-
actions a a taken from the work of 12aliaty, xo»lovsky,and suri
(1977) which includes measurements up to 10 2
 MOV. Their results
tiro ropresonted by tho solid curve. At low allergies, this curve
1
	 is n smoothed average of the 1^3C(p,H') 12 C*(4.44 MOV) cross soc-
Lion, ,1t highor anargiost it includas Important contributions
due to production of a 41.44-Mov state in 1113 from the reaction
12	 11 x(4.4=1 Me V)
c(p, 2p)	 p	 The cross sections for producing
-t i t i	 t	 11	 1. ,j	 .^ _ f ...
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4.44-MoV y rays by alpha-particlu interactions are also tnkon
from the work of l:muaty, Homlovsky,and Simi (1977) roprosontad
by tlse dashed ti;ssrvo. This is an important process in the acilar
medium because of the macmnitude of the cross auction and because
of tlse abundance of alpha partic;lus.
Tile dotted curvo allowing some of the structure in the croon
section for production of 4.44-MeV y rays by proton interactions
with 1 "
h
C in obtained from the data of Martin, Schnoidar and
SamporL (11153) for 4.4: lip	6.5 Mov; Reich, Phillips and
Russoll (1956) for 4.4	 1	 5.5 11eVS Barnard, Swintand f'long
.- p
(1966) for 6.6 . Lp . 11.6 MoV1 and Na5illara (1961) for 11 .5	 L•',p
e 16 MoV, whore E  is the kinetic anargy of tice incident proton.
vp to an anarzvy of 19 ,Mov, 010 cross Section for excitation of
the x1.44-Mav stata in 1"
v
C shows considarablu structure, In the
works of Martin, Sehnoider and Semport and of Reich, 1hillips
and Russoll, tlia oxcitation crows section was muasurecl by datactiI15
the 4.44-MuV do-oxcitation y ray at 90 0 . Tile tatnl crarls section
raprusnntud by the clotted curve Was obtained by asscuninst that the
cross section for photon omission is isotropic. hifferuntial
cross SaGtit]113 ma4SUruc1 at additional angles by Reich, Phillips
cold Russoll at throe onargies near the first rosonance, 5.188,
5.297, and 8.425 MaV, show that this assumption of isotropy loftda
to discrc±pancios as iarrle as 60% in the first two resonances.
:Ln the experimontn of 11arnard, :wint,:tnd Clegg and or Nagnhara,
difforantial crass sacLians ware maaE i od :Sal: a witle range nt`
anglas of the recoil proton at arch incident proton onerwy. Tile
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cross sections shown tiara as the do!ttod curve include the total
cross sections given by those authors.
The cross sections obtained with alternate methods, by
detecting the scattered proton and by detoctinq tha da-excitn
Lion Y ray, give satisfactory acXreamont within the limitiations
of the exporimnntal moasuromonts. The resonance structuro,
which would be iiiiportant for narrow distributions of proton
onorgies,is effectively smoothed when folded with tho proton
spectra assumed for purposes of the present work.
The total cross sootions for production of the 15.11-Mov
state in 12C by protons has been measured by a numbor of workers.
Tho dotted line shown in Figure 1 indicating the 15.11-MOV
excitation in 12C is taken from the 12C(1),p,Y) 12C*(15.1..1 NOV)
mansuranonts of Warburton and Funstan (1962) for 14 < 1, e 20 MoV
— 
p —
	
a
and from Mansday et al. (1963) for 14 : L e 40 MeV. In both or
p
those exporiments the 15.11-,MeV Y ray was detected only at 90°
in the laboratory. The total proton excitation cross sections
plotted in Figure 1 were obtained by assumincl that tho Y-ray
omission is isotropic in ho laboratory and by reduoincl by 0.8
anti 0.9 the results of Warburton and Funsten and of Mensday
at al., respectively, to obtain agreamont with the measlremant
of Scott, Fisher and Chant (1967) for an incident proton enemy
of 21 ,plc,)V.
Above a proton enemy of 20 MaNT , l"Q(p,p') 1.',V *(IS. 11  MeV)
c,Ufferantial =oss sections have boon measured by Scott, Fisher
and Chant (1567) for proton energies between 211,5 and 311,3 MOV,
uaraulb et al. (1)75) for 22,5 < E 
p 
< 45 %UV, Dickens, llanar and
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Waddel (1963) at 31 MeV, Petersen at al. (1967) at 46 MoV,
i
}Amos of al. (1974) at 61 MeV, and Hasselgren At al. (1965) at
185 MeV. The differential cross sections reported by thosei
t.
t:
authors have been integrated to obtain the total cross section
shown in Figure 1. The total cross section obtained from the
work of Hasselgren et al. of 0.5 mb is not shown in Figure It
but was used in the analysis. For proton energies above 24 MoV
these cross sections fall above those given by the dashed curve
representing the measuremi:ncs of Warburton and Funsten. This
is almost certainly due to the nonisotropic nature of the 15.11-
MeV Y-ray emission.
other nuclear reactions which produce the 15.11-.MeV state
are significantly reduced when compared to inelastic proton
scattering. The excitation of the 15.11-MeV state by alpha
particles has been observed (Spuller et al. 1975) but is
suppressed by more than an order of magnitude due to the parity
and isospin of the state, and is thus not important in stellar
processes. The cross sections for 16 0(p,p , a ) 12 C*(15,11 t4eV)
have not been reported in the literature. Preliminary measure-
ments of the ratio of this cross section ±--- the cross section
for the direct process. 12 C(p,p') 12 C *(15.11 MeV) (Lapides et al.
1978) have shorn that it is approximately the same as the equi-
valent ratio for producing the 4.44-MeV state in 1"C. Thus
these secondary reactions on 1G0 are expected to enhance the
intensities of both lines without significantly altering the
ratio of line intensities. For consistency, all ( p , p 'n) inter-
actions are omitted in the following considerations.
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9'tse solid Curves shown in Figuro 1 are viaual 'hits to tine
excitation eroas sootion data. Above a protons kinetic overtly,
V. 1) of 30 ,1oV, the crows sections for exc,itatiou of both the
4.41- Mul 15.11-:tai' stntan docroase approximately as 1,`k'p.
'The cross auctions repreaanted by the solid lines, along with
inturpolaations between tine higher-anerny
 monsuremonts, worn
employed ill 	 at the flux ostimatas presented in this
paper.
As is mada Clear ill
	 1, tho 4rossx sections for pro-
duction o; the two nuclear states have ali t'forent onaray dog-
pundunces, and thus tine rolntive intensities of the 15.11-hickv
and 4 .44-McV lines daelcl ci en the function tl foam of the encerny
spectra of inuidant protons and alfha particles. In this work
the energy spectrum is parameterized by two vnri.ahles as ill
the solar Y-ray review of Fflmaty, Xo»lovsky,and Linq(mifelter
(1170. 1`ha oneray in the pnrticla spectrum is assumed to be
Constant from 0 to some Cutoff energy Ha , and then to dacreatso
with a power law with exponent s, or
d 1 c	 ti e 2n 
_	
f	 (l)
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The ratio of alpha particle to proton .flux is assumad to be
t
0.07, in accord With ataundancos given by 'l'rira'ale (1117S) . The
ratios of the tlumas of the two lines, v(.15.11),v"(1.d4) is thus
E:
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given by the expression
10
y	 a 0.91	 eltt.11(prlar)lr^— ^3B T.
ie	 p
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t	 a
a 1. 11 (p , ta )^_i dk
Blip P
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* 0.07	 o•i.11UtIcO v\dL J4 :p
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;ohere ol5.li(tirta') and a 1.11 (p,p') are the cross sections for
produc;inq the 15.11- and 4.4.1- teV states in 122 by Vroton
collisions, a1.d1("rar) is the cross section for producing the
.1.44-.toV state by alpha collisions, and v is the velocity of
the. inci-Jorr t*.;rttcle. In ,'inure w the ratio predicted by
r,zjuntion (''.) is plotted as a function of s for four different
values of He ranging from 0 to 30 MeV. For the more probable
cases with >; a
e —
.'.0 
-"112V (nomad, Kozlovsky,and Suri 1077) the
intensity of the 15.11-.toV line is greater than 1% at' the
4.44 -:aev line for all values of s.
b) Gamma nays from other 'muclear States above 8 McV
Production of y-ray lines above an ei:'rgy of 11 Mov in the
solar atmosphere is rastricted by the scarcity of high-energy
y-ray transitions associated with the small number or ra.latively
abundant isotopes. In the present work, excited atatos whirh
can be produced by inelastic:. scattering, chartzc o\^-hanno, and
sgallation roa.;tiomi in the abundant nuclear species haver goon 	
F jI
consWared. Since even the 15.11-MoV line will loo di n .ult to
detect with present instrumentation, only goose lines wphi 11
have a relative intensity of at least I% of t%v 15.11- 1tee' line
are tabulated hare.
1.
,1.
;I
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Three factors other than the spectrum of incident particles
are imporLan" in determining the relative strongths of nuclear
lines: first, the relative abundance of the LargeL nuclei;
second, the cross section for producing the excited state; and
third, the branching ratio for electromagnetic dooay of the
excited state to a suitable level. For most nuclei, cross
sections for production of any of the high-onergy states are
known only at a few selected energies, if at all. Those in-
elastic scattering cross sections which have been determined
are within a factor of three of the cross section for producing
the 15.11-MeV state in 12C. Snallation and charge exchange
cross sections (p,n) arc generally smaller. For purposes of
this investigation, therefore, it is assumed that none of the
unknown cross sections is significartly greater than that for
the 15.11-MoV state in 12C, and hence only those nuclei with
moderate abundances relative to 12C have been considered. The
nuclear species with abundances greater than 1% that of 12C
and their relative abundances in the solar photosphere ('Trimble
1975) are presented in 'table 1.
in order for an excited state to exhibit a signiricant
Y-ray branching ratio, it must be particle stable. Thus all
states above the single-nucleon threshold have been ignored.
States above the alpha-particle threshold also were ignored
unless alpha decay is forbidden by isospin considerations. The
list of excited states is further restricted to those which can
be excited by relatively simple reactions with the abundant
aucl<ii listed in Table 1. These reactions are (p,p'), (p,2p),
y ',. fix	
.r1
irr
4
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12 i^ M1
( p j d ), t p r p ',a)I ( p , n ), (a,a'), and (a y) 	 Iiydrogon has no	 E
excited nuclear states below the delta resonance at 294 MoV.
This resonance does decay by y-ray emission 0.6% of the Lipie
but does not produce line emission because of its intrinsic
width of 115 Mov. The excited states in helium are all above
I,
	
	
the particle disintegration threshold. Purthormore, y-ray	
t
transitions from the first three excited states, which lie in
1
	
the energy range 19 to 2.3 MaV, are either forbidden or inhibited
by the spin and the parity of the nuclear states. In oxygen
	 f
and iron there are no particle-sLable nuclear levels above 9 Mov.
In Table 2 a list of the energies of strong y-ray tran-
sitions togeWlor with the excited nuclei and the y-ray branching
ratios (Ajzenberg-Selove 1972, 1975, 1976, 19771 Aizenberg-Selove
and Lauritsen, 1974; Auble, 1977; Lndt and Van der Leun 19731
Piarman and Hanna 1975; riarman and Meyerhof, 1973) are presented.
Per the most part, the y rays are the result of transitions
from an excited nuclear state to the ground state. In a few
cases, those marked with an asterisk, the dominant transition
is to the first excited st;ite of the nucleus. The last column
labeled "strength factor" gives the product of the y-ray
branching ratio times the relative abundance of the target
nucleus, normalized to a value of 100 for the 15.11-MeV tran-
sition in 12C. if, the total ( p ,p') cro-0:, sections were the
same for each of these states, the relative intensities of the
y -ray emissions would be directly proportional to the strength
factors listed. The cross sections for the spallation reactions,
on the other hand, are generally more than an order of mactnitude
FTfl -1 J '^„„,1 I _! J_ I J 11 i 1 I 1 JJ^-;^
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lower than the inelastic scattering cross suctions. Strangth
factors for those transitions would, therefore, be mislandincl
in rolntionship to the y-ray flux. For this reason, sLrannLh
factors for those Lransitions produced by spallaLion reactions
are not lisLad in Table 2. It is not axpeeted L•hat the y-ray
clux from any of the transitions listed in Table 2 will oxcoad
309 of that Of the 15.11-Mov line.
Two additional lines, with branching ratios less than 409,
are included in 'Table 2 because both are produced by Lransil-ions
in 12 C and because their inL•ansitios relative to the 15.11-MoV
line are wall known. The 15.11-MaV state decays to the 4.44-
MoV statue producing a line at 10.67 MnV with a flux 39 Lhal
of the 15.11 -11aV line. The state at 12.61 MnV, ( 1 +• , 1' = 0) is
known to decay electromagnetically to the around state 29 of
the time (njzenberg-Selove 1976). 'file cross sections for pro-
duction of Lids state are not cis wall measurad as those for
the 15.11-MoV statue but values for the cross section have boon
ruportad by tfeasday at al. (1963) for 14.9 < r h < 19 :lave anti
— -
Goramb at al. (1975) for 24 < C  < 45 MoV. Under the assumption
that the proton spectrum is constant up to, all 	 E  - 30, move
the into.-Teal production rate of the 12.71 MeV state, basal on
those cross suctions, is found to be a factor of 3 graaL•er than
that for Lhe 15.11-MoV state. The 12.71-1•teV level in 12C would
Lherafora produce a line with approximately 69 the strength of
the 15.11-Mov line.
A summary, indicatincl the number of y-ray transitions by
energy and by excited nuclear species, is presented in 'gable 3.
t
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It is readily seen that the total number of lines is a decreasing
function of onergy, with most of the transitions having energies
less than 10 MoV. The only known y-ray line above 13 tfoV is
the well resolved and .isolated transition duo to the 15.11-D1eV
state in 12C. Other possible sources of y-ray line emission
at energies characterizing the nuclear binding onorgy, approxi-
mately © MoV, are reactions involving thermal neutron capture.
These (n,y) reactions have not been considered in this work,
but are known to be powerful diagnostics in remote sensing, as
discussed by Trombka et al. (1978).
c) Production of ir° Mesons
Stocker (1970, 1973) has compiled the ir° production cross
sections times multiplicities for the reactions
p + p -r mr° + anything,
and
P + a -. nir° + anything,
where n is the tt° multiplicity. The parameterized fit (Stocker
1973) for 9f° production by proton-proton interactions covers a
range of energies from a few hundred up to greater. than 10 6
 b1eV,
applicable to the cosmic ray particle spectrum. The spectrum of
particles accelerated in solar flares is not expected to extend
significantly Above an energy of 10 3
 DIeV, so that the range of
energies from production threshold to cutoff is relatively
narrow. As can be seen in Figure 3, the cross section for the
reaction p + p -r p + p + ir° rises rapidly in this ranee, then
flattens abruptly, remaining constant up to an energy above the
_. ^ 1	 0 . IUI E
l	 I E	 i 	 t	 }	 G	 r	 t	 }
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two-pion production threshold. It is precisely in this range
that the parameterized fit based on a much wider energy range
is poorest, differing from the measured values by as much as a
factor of two. The experimental points of Daldoni at al. (1062)
and of Bugg et al. (1964) have been included in Figure 3 along
with those referenced by Stocker (1973). For purposes of the
present work, the ir° production rates have been evaluated from
a numerical integration of the smooth curve drawn through the
measured points shown as the solid line in Figure 3. As no
additional measurements are nvailable for ir° production from
proton-alpha interactions, the values reported by Stocker (1970)
have been employed in the present work.
The proton-alpha particle interactions have a lower threshold
for no production than the proton-proton interactions. The im-
portance of proton-alpha particle interactions is further en-
hanced by energetic alpha particles which interact with ambient
solar protons. In the present analysis, the differential
alpha-particle flux is assumed to scale as the relative abun-
dance times the differential proton flux as a function of
kinetic energy per nucleon. The total contribution of proton-
alpha plus alpha-proton is then twice the n o yield due to proton-
alpha particle interactions. The abundances given in Table I
have been assumed for the relative number of alpha particles
per proton. In Table 4, the fractional contributions due to
proton-proton and to proton-alpha plus alpha-proton interactions
are shown for three values of the energetic particle spectral
index. The inercasincr importance of the lower-energy particles I
_LT'
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and consequently the lower-threshold proton-alpha and alpha-
proton reactions,	 ,,notion of increasing spectral index,
can be soon from a comparison of the relative contributions
to the energy ranges above and below 700 MeV/nucleon..
The spectra of n° y rays shown in Figure 4 have been
	 s
calculated from detailed differential cross sections for 7 0	k.'.
production available for proton kinetic energies of 560 Mots
(Aaldoni at al. 19G2) and 970 MeV (Bugg at al. 1964). The
expected solar y-ray spectra can be represented well by mix-
tures of the spectra for these two proton energies f
 weighted in
proportion to the fractional contributions clue to incident
energetic particles in the two ranges of kinetic energy:
	 i E
< 700 and > 700 IdeV/nucleon.
1	 ^ J
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111. COMMUMI AND LINE EMISSION ADOW 0 ,IoV
T910 predicted spectrum of solax-flnre y -ray amisnion is
sumna'i ad in Figure S. '1')te obsorvod nuclear-line emission
and continuum radiation in the 1972 August 4 solar flare have
been employed for normalization (Chump, Porrust, and Suri 19751
Seri et al. 1975). The expected .Line emission at 15.11 MaV
and the continuum radiation due to n° docay are based oil
 cross sections and multiplicities prosonted in the
previous section.
Tile 4.44-MoV line omiission observed in the 1972 Aunust
4 flara is shown in Figure 5, nnrmalizad to that dieferential
flux expected for an ideali:sad line width oC 90 keV, MIDI.
This is the expected Width of the line clue to Doppler broadening
alone, calculated by Itamaty, itozlovsky,ana suri (1977) under
the simplifyinq assumption that there is 110 correlation betWaen
the tliraction of the incident proton and the emittod y ray.
Iihe corresponding 15.11•-Maki
 lane emission is shown for a
Doppler width of 300 ke\+ and an instantaneous proton spectrum
a
	
	 which is constant up to an energy of 30 MeV and which decreases
with a spectral index of 2 above that energy. Both, the 1.44-
t
and the 15.11-MaV lino omission are insensitive to steepening
'i	 of the proton spectrum above 100 'IeV. In addition to line
4-\I
omission at 15.11 HaV, continuum radiation with the same total
f 	 •
j
	
	 flux is axpacted from t)ie interactions of energetic carbon
nuclei with the ambiont. solar medium.
The continuum radiation roparted by Suri at al. (1975) in
the energy interval 1 to 7 ,MoV for the 1972 ]uqust 4 flare are
shown as data points with associated statistical uncertainties
I _J] __'J_Fjv:1 1 r:,
1^ l }
t
t
I
c
is
in Figure 5. Tile total flux observed in the interval 4 to 8
Mov, including both line emission and continuum radiation,
is 0.2 photons c 2 s
-1m	 , one third of which is reportedly ob-
served in the 4.4-Mev and 6.1-MeV Sines (Chupp et al. 1975).
Calculations by Rumaty, Kozlovsky,and Suri (1977) suggest that
all of the observed emission above 4 MoV is of nuclear origin,
with the continuum radiation resulting from Doppler-broadened
y-ray lines. Such extreme Doppler broadening is thought to
be clue to the do-excitation of energetic heavy nuclei which
have been accelerated in solar flares. These nuclei are
excited by interactions with the ambient solar medium and
decay before slowing down.
The possible contribution of electron brenlsstrahlung to
the Y-ray continuum above 8 MeV has been estimated under the
assumption that the contribution for energies between 4 and 8
MeV is at most half of the total observed flux. Because best
estimates indicate that electron bremsstrahlung above 4 MeV
is entirely negligible, half the observed flux may be considered
a very ,generous upper limit. The high-ener gy bromsstrahlung
spectrum is normalized in the interval 4 to 8 MeV and extra-
polated with a spectral index of 3, as shown in Figure 5. For
the energy range under consideration, an index of 3 for the
photon spectrum corresponds to an instantaneous electron
spectrum with a power-law index slightly loss than 3, a typical
value for the spectra of electrons observed in a large number
of solar flares (Datlowe 1971).
The yield OF u' y rays per flare proton has been calculated
for proton-proton interactions using the ir° production cross
S
t
I'	
t
1
k
I
y
i
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sections times multiplicities presented in Figure 3. For
1
	
proton-alpha particle interactions, the ,yield of tt^ Y rays has
boon calculated from thew ° production cross sections times
multiplicities given for thin process in riaure a of Stocker
(1970). The tt° Y-ray yield has boon normalized to tho number
of protons required to produce the 4.44-1+W Y-ray flux observed
in the 1972 August 4 flare.
The Y-ray continuum due to it" decay has boon calculated for
throe cases. in each, the instantaneous proton spectrum is
assumed to be constant up to an energy of 30 MoV and to follow
a power law in energy with a spectral index of 2 for energies
4
between 30 and 100 MoV. In the first- case, the proton spectrumj
L.
is assumed to continue with a spectral index, s, of 2 up to an
energy o.f 10 3 MoV, at which the spectrum is terminated and the
proton flux is set equal to zero. In the other two cases, the
spectrum is assumed to break at 100 t1cV and to drop with a
spectral index of 3 or 4 up to an energy of 10 3 bteV, at which
it is again terminated. The resultant spectra of y rays due
to it° decay are shown in Figure 5.
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The y-rays apactrnm nbova Q ,IaV is a rich and rnlativnly
onarcty intorncations in snln,r Flares. 5'ha large nkimber OF y-ray
emit-tintx lovola in the nnna° y interval hetwelon tt ontl 7 =.1 VKAV will
Lmaka a sIgnifioant oalltri.hntion to the vontinuum ominalon. We
tam10:10" with ralativolyk narrow Doppler W:l,tlthn term ha aNtlaetall
to be aeaaeipanind by greatly hvoaldanad litre omisninn dno to
Qxcit;lticn of nccalavata(l h4avy mono; whivh interact with t'la
am,hiont solar attaesp horo. The	 Of 1)0 1,1 3iblo T-rayr limas
antwavn 0 And 10 a`laid , all with ainlil,r stranrrt;'t f'acrt;nrs, lt7il.l
inoreawl tho ctiffirulty OF ronolvinq and i0nnUFyinn the ;in—
tliviclnal l.iaas. NmIrIto protiiv.titanu OF the rolaltivo ntl°anctths
of those lines will rogntra a much bat.tar 7znnw1odkjo cue t!lil
t
l^
s
t	 -
I `
	
unasploml xatxion whiOn is popnlat:att by anlission from tho hi.nhevrt-
Important C`roln soltiona.	 Wzllvao of their no"Ativity to
- tho spoctrnm of aller tiatio	 Flora part.', laaty	 :tt^t4lnt°	 t:t,l`.ltit^ll nC'	 4..
any of those high-°anargy y-rayr Men t1°c "Id parv"AW A(illi f toot f f	 l
now constraints on the en.arciat;ic°s of War f`lArns.
'.
:C,ina emission from the 15,11-,'a\* 00000 neat°a of l`'t` 3,, 4
shown to be A ;aonsitive maAu"ra oP tho onorciyt spootarnm of the ^ t
protons	 in 901 lr flara;s,	 `.P'1tl rosnit:: pro lontod iit 7	 ^
S`ignra 21 ttesgnnstz°atEa that thu Plu:: of l't,ll-Mt v 1` ray": cllattvo f
a	
i{
to the :Flu\ of	 f,.f;'-Mov 1 rayon :l;a A Strtnq t"notion of the
C'lilrilC'tEtri iti C? of AR proton Yipootrnm ;ill tho niter° tr r:l i ui In (' ;
to ltltl .Moo.	 ltn ortraintien in t:hn oxpontttd spoF tral dopenjolloo
!	 lof hho flak; ratio ara thus primarily* to lank of 0041urud vrova
nact;ionai fcar the procana lf%li}arla'a)	 it
	. 	 ;t knolt- ;t
ledge of t mse axono soQticros is rocjnirtul for a4 C'tlratfl ^	 +^
K
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quantitative interpretations of solar flare observations.
Observability of Oho 15.11-MeV line doponds an the inOonsity
of the line amissionr the intansiL•y of other tunisaion within the
band pasa dufynad by the width of the lino, and Um irvitrumontal
resolution and sensitivity with which it is obsorvod. The con-
tinuum radiation in an enorny interval around 15.11 Mov is
expected to be loll and not to limit the obauXvability of tho
line. 'rho datecUon probability of 15.11- IoV Y rays is enhanced
by the high interaction cross suction, which rises in this
anargy r,an(le dua to the pair-productiort procasn. The .enemy
rosoltttion characteristic of Mal twinUllation spocLronteters
for Y rays in thin aatorult Tanga is loss than the expactad
Dopplor width of the lino, so that no severe con..^,tralats oil
Lhe insOrtuntuttal resolution are re,lairod. Vor ,flare intortsition
comparable to the 1272 hu,lust 4 solar flara, datovtorn with
to times tha aunsitive area of the o80-7 ins'trtuncnt, or
m "	
approxi-
h
matoly sot) c, and 100% duty factor, continuous solar victaintr,
would onable posiLive dotecLion of the ls.11-110V lira or
definitive rostrictiona on the spootrum of flora protons.
Observations of Y rays :rosultinu from the production and
docay of rr" 110uld provide clear avithince that nucloi are ,aocel-
oratu,t to twineti ; en€trgias o r many hundreds of Mci\; nuclnon in
solar 1'1ares, l,ven with spectra cut off Oat 10 ) A)av, morn than
dull of the rr" -decay p nays 110 due to intaraotiOas with particles
of } inutic enarcry z7roat er than 70i) - tieV nurloon. Inturachlovis
involving alpha partiolas contribute nearly 50% of the it* y rays,
independent of the spectral Index.	 Measurements of ^r°-praduetion
4a
t
S
iq^
}
cross sections for proton-alpha particle interactions are rc-
quired for experimental confirmation of the calculations on
which the present work is based.
observability of nO y rays cleponds on flavi intensity :tnd
detector sensitivity. The energy resolution available with
both .tax and eux scintillation spectrometers is more than
adequate to resolve the genornl features of the expected suac-
trum. No other continuum radiations are expected tO confuse
the observations. The detection probability for these y rays
is high flue to the pair production cross section. The actual
detector amms roquirad depend on details of- instrumental
shielding and background. Areas of spproxima.tO ly 500 cm",
1lowever, should enable positive observations fora proton
spectral index of 3 or less, and definitive upper limits if
the spectrum falls off more steeply.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Cross sections for 12C(p 1 p')	 72Ct(4.44 Piny) and
12C(Ppp , )	 12 C"(15.11 MeV)
as a function of the
kinetic energy of the exciting proton.
Figure 2. Ratio of the flux of 15.11 -MoV to the flux of
1.44-MoV Y rays as a function of the spectral
Index of the exciting proton.
Figure 3. Cross sections times multiplicity for the pro-
duction of ir° as a function of the kinetic anorgy
of the exciting proton. 	 ro,feronces are aivan by
first author only.
Figure 4. Spectr,n of y rays resultinq from the decay of no
produced by proton beams of kinetic energios 560
y
J and 970 MeV.
Figure S. Gamma-ray line emission and continuum radiation
for a differential proton spectrum of the form
dM13AIEp a UP s With s - 0 for Ep < 30 MoV and`
s = 2 for 30 < is	 < 100 Mov.	 The Calculated
p
fluxes are normalized to the line emisnion and
continuum radiation observed below 8 MeV in the
1072 August 4 solar flare.
	 Three estimates of the
y-ray continuum duo to, ir° decay are presontedr one
l with a proton spectrum which continues above 100
MeV with a ,powor-law index ±)f s - 2. 	 The others
break at 100 MeV	 continuing	 hr	 	 witpolvc?r^. ] aW
,. indices of s = 3 or 4.	 All three are out off
at an energy of 1000 21oV.
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